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Background

Results

Native American culture demonstrates a spiritual relationship to food, land, and Earth.
As opposed to European traditions valuing private property and exploiting the Earth
for profit, Native American tradition believes the Earth is owned by no one; food and
nourishment from it are a gift for all to take only as needed. The Meskwaki Nation
originated around the Great Lakes but was removed to Tama County, Iowa. It is derived
from the words “Meskwa” meaning “red” and “aki” meaning “Earth”. This Red Earth
nation has initiated a Food Sovereignty program to pass along traditional growing and
food preparation practices to their youth while defending environmental health. This
project studies the Meskwaki Nation’s soils in four garden locations to understand how
sustainable land management practices could help build environmental/climatic
resiliency and maintain healthy soils. Tama County’s soil is some of the finest in the
state of Iowa, with thick, well-drained topsoil, plentiful organic matter from prairie
grasses, and loess deposits from glaciers. Iowa’s soil is important to our livelihood and
must be protected against erosion and destruction due to human activity.
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Methods

NEVIN

This research has been ongoing since May 2020 and will continue through the fall
semester. For collection at the Meskwaki gardens, a soil probe was used to pull samples
of topsoil at approximately 20 locations at each garden. Shown here are the locations
of each sample collected as well as the soil series present at each garden. A deep core
sample was also collected from each site at intervals of 1’, 2’, 3’, and 4’ in order to
examine the properties of the subsoil. Shown here are the results of the 3’ samples. In
the geochemistry lab, tests were conducted on all samples to determine pH, nitrogen,
potassium, and phosphorus content. An X-Ray fluorescence (XRF) machine was also
used to detect elemental compositions, % and ppm, for each sample.
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BREMER

Our world’s growing needs for food production puts greater pressure on our
soils, so protecting them is of utmost importance. Soil also acts as the world’s
largest carbon reservoir, so it is important to maintain for carbon sequestration.
Sustainable agriculture practices including the following encourage climate
resiliency:
• Planting cover crops to protect against wind and rain erosion during offseasons
• Rotating crops that produce excess nitrogen, like beans, with crops that are in
greater need of nitrogen, like corn
• Reducing or eliminating tillage to keep soil structure and pore space intact
• Installing terraces or prairie strips to prevent erosion as well as chemical runoff
into groundwater
• Planting a greater diversity of crops to encourage biological resiliency
• Utilizing excess biomass as natural fertilizer, such as clippings and manure
• Adapting crop selections to a warmer climate i.e. tobacco, wild rice

Continued Work
In the fall, we will continue collecting and interpreting data to determine what
nutrients Meskwaki’s soil may be lacking and possible causes so that we may
build a plan for sustainable land management in their gardens. We will also
work with them on the food sovereignty side to evaluate what parts of their
food system they currently control and what areas they may be able to reclaim
control of. Implementing sustainable agricultural practices will help their soil
be more productive and resilient so Meskwaki will be able to grow more of
their own food and uphold their traditional values.

